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Abstract—Dependability is an important consideration during the design and development of IT systems and services. But in
services computing systems, the traditional definition and evaluation methods from the systems’ and components’ point of view
meet challenges. In this paper, we veer from the angle of view, and study the dependability and their attributes from the serviceoriented perspective. A stochastic model using semi-Markov process is put forward, and the quantitative analysis of the
dependability attributes is carried out. By extending and transforming this model, the mean time to dependability attributes
failure is calculated. Based on the analysis and calculations, some theorems are proposed and proved, to show the interrelationships and comparisons of the different dependability attributes. Furthermore, we model the service composition and
conduct workflow analysis to show how this model could deal with complex services. In addition, LANL service systems are
analyzed as a case study to show how the proposed model and calculation methods could apply to real systems, and sensitivity
analysis is also performed to identify the bottlenecks and find effective ways for dependability optimization.
Index Terms—Dependability, evaluation, semi-Markov processes, modeling, services computing.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

S

ERVICES represent a type of relationships-based interactions or activities between at least one service
provider and one service consumer to achieve a certain business goal or solution objective [37]. Services
computing, which intends to create, operate, manage and
optimize the service processes in a well-defined architecture for high flexibility facing future business dynamics
[38], has become a cross-discipline subject that covers the
science and technology of bridging the gap between
Business Services and IT Services [37]. Nowadays, the
service is becoming the basic building block of IT systems
with the rapid development of services computing [1].
As services computing become more and more popular and widely used, dependability, which is the ability of
a system to keep on reliable service and avoid failures,
becomes an important requirement, especially for critical
applications such as traffic control, 24 hours/7 days
healthcare and military applications. The dependability is
an integrating concept that encompasses several attributes, which are availability, reliability, safety, integrity
and maintainability. Different attributes represent different aspects of the system to perform accurate, continuous
and trusted functions, and different types of systems have
different requirements of different attributes. The evaluation and optimization of dependability in services compu-

ting become a hot topic in both industry and academe.
For large-scale complicated services computing systems such as Services-Oriented Architecture (SOA) or
Cloud Computing systems widely used today, the dependability from the system’s and component’s point of
view is hard to analyze because of the characteristics of
massive-scale service sharing, complex service composition, wide-area network, heterogeneous components and
complicated interactions among them. The general dependability models for pure software/hardware or conventional networks are mostly done from the standpoint
of components and systems, which require full information about the composition, structure and behavior of
every part of the system. Due to the complexity of services computing systems, these models cannot be simply
applied to study the dependability of services computing
systems such as SOA or Cloud [2].
Therefore, instead of traditional dependability analysis
based on components and systems, we veer from the angle of view, and study the dependability definition and
evaluation from the service-oriented perspective by taking a top-down approach. A general stochastic model is
put forward and the formal method for dependability
attributes evaluation is introduced. The comparison and
interrelationships of the dependability attributes are discussed. In addition, considering the intrinsic characteristics of services computing, we model the basic service
————————————————
composition and selection patterns to show how to deal
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summarized. In Section 3, a semi-Markov process (SMP)
model for a services computing system from the service
view point is developed. Based on the model, the steadystate probabilities which lead to the calculation of the dependability and the mean time to failure (MTTF) of the
dependability attributes are analyzed in Section 4. Moreover, some theorems are proposed and proved to show
the internal relations of the attributes in Section 5. In Section 6, we model the service selection and composition,
and show how to analyze the dependability attributes of
the complex services. In Section 7, the LANL service systems are analyzed using the proposed models and computation methods as a case study to show how the evaluation could be applied in real systems, and parameter
sensitivity analysis is taken to illuminate the different
effects of the system parameters on different dependability attributes, which is helpful for system optimization. At
last, we conclude the paper in Section 8.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 General definitions and analysis of
dependability
The widely accepted definition of dependability is the
ability to avoid service failures that are more frequent and
more severe than is acceptable [3], [4]. According to the
specification of IFIP WG 10.4 and related literature [3], [5],
[6], dependability is an aggregated concept which consists
of many attributes. As shown as Fig.1, the attributes include the following five “abilities”. Availability: readiness
for correct service; Reliability: continuity of correct service.
Safety: to provide service without the occurrence of catastrophic failures; Maintainability: ability to undergo modifications and repairs; Integrity: the absence of improper
alterations of user information and system state. The system is under threats including faults, errors and failures
that may affect the system during its entire life [3]. The
means to attain dependability have been summarized and
grouped into four major categories, namely fault prevention, fault tolerance, fault removal and fault forecasting.
Another important consideration is the security of the
services or the systems. Besides integrity and availability,
confidentiality, which represents the ability of the system/service to prevent unauthorized access to and/or
handling of information [3], [5], is the third attribute of
the security shown as Fig. 1. Recently, the research community has started focusing on security of the services.
One of the aspects of these research work is to analyze or
evaluate the security of the services [39], and the other
one is to propose security certification schemes to guarantee the services’ security [40]. However, as the confidentiality is usually classified as an attribute of security excluded from pure dependability [3], and the traditional

Fig. 1. The dependability attributes, from [3], [5], [6].
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dependability fault assumption was that of non-malicious
and stochastic faults, such as those resulting from a component failure, rather than deliberate, malicious security
faults (attacks) [3], [28], this attribute is omitted in the
following discussions in this paper.
The existing dependability analysis methods are commonly based on the components and systems, which
model each part of the system and analyze the dependability attributes of the whole system. The methods are
usually separated into two categories: combinatorial
model methods and state-based stochastic model methods [7]. The combinatorial models are based on the structure of system, and reduce the system structure into the
basic series element and parallel element, whose typical
examples include the Reliability Block Diagrams (RBD)
[8], Fault Trees (FT) [9], Attack Trees (AT) [10], etc. Statespace model methods, which are usually based on the
stochastic model of the system states, are good at dealing
with the dynamics, uncertain, and complex relationships
[11]. The well-known state-space models for dependability analysis include Markov Models [8], stochastic Petri
nets [12], etc.

2.2 Challenges for Dependability Analysis of
Services Computing Systems
Classical definition and evaluation methods of dependability based on component and systems meet difficulties
and challenges in services computing systems. It is mainly manifested in the following aspects.
First, the upper-layer service in the services computing
systems has high dynamic characteristics. Service aggregation or composition [13] provides composite applications and maximizes reuse. The service aggregators may
reuse services that have already been created, or offer
new services formed by choreographing interactions with
available services offered by other providers. Service decomposition develops the parallelism in finer grain, to
improve the efficiency of the service system. Service collaboration [14] enables the interaction and conjunction of
multiple services to implement a more complex function.
The dynamics and cooperativity of services themselves
lead to the situation of the mapping relations between the
services and the underlying system components which
provide services are uncertain and dynamically changing.
It is difficult to ensure services functionality even if the
components and systems are fault-free, which causes difficulty for the classical dependability analysis and evaluation from the component and system perspective.
Moreover, virtualization is one of the common features
of services computing such as Cloud, and virtualized infrastructure is viewed as the trend of IT infrastructure
[15], [16]. Virtualized infrastructure has loosely coupled
and resource sharing characteristics. Some mechanisms of
virtualization such as server consolidation [17] and live
migration [18] bring more flexibility and high efficiency.
However, these advanced characteristics and mechanisms
of virtualization also bring challenges to the dependability analysis. The services are not bound to a fixed hardware machine. And the high dynamism and complexity
brought by the server consolidation, transparent resource
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sharing, and live migration pose particular difficulties for
the classical dependability analysis based on components
and systems.
In addition, services are usually being deployed over
unbounded large-scale infrastructures which are composed of a large number of computers and communication links. Failure in such large-scale systems is thought
to be normality instead of abnormality [19], which brings
complexity to classical dependability models and may
lead to state explosion problems. Furthermore, not all
resources in the services computing infrastructure need to
be up at every point in time to fulfill a service, and a resource is required to be up only during the time periods
when a service requests the resource [20]. It motivates us
to focus on service instead of components and systems. In
addition, both for service providers and users, they are
more concerned with the dependability of the services
instead of the underlying components and systems.

2.3 Existing Approaches on Dependability Analysis
of Services Computing Systems
Because of the challenges for dependability analysis
brought by the characteristics and complexities of services
computing systems, researchers have studied the issue
from different aspects.
User plays an important role in the services computing
systems. Interacting with the system during the process of
service, the user could be regarded as an active system
communicating with the service provider. In several studies, the dependability or its related attributes are modeled
and analyzed based on the behavior of user, called usercentered, user-perceived, etc. Heddaya and Heldal [19]
revised the definitions of availability and reliability to
account for network and service states that affect the enduser. Then they defined dependability as the product of
the two metrics, and studied the relation between dependability and performance. Wang and Trivedi [20]
proposed the definition and modeling of the userperceived service availability based on user behavior.
They derived formulas to compute service availability
with the user behavior model called User Behavior
Graphs (UBG) [21] and the system availability model using Stochastic Reward Nets (SRNs). The factors that influence service availability were evaluated in their work.
In addition, some research started with the characteristics of the system architecture of services computing systems. Zyla and Caban [22] used a generic model of SOA
system composed of a number of web services to analyze
the dependability of the system, and provided two
measures of service dependability and performance, i.e.
functional availability and throughput. The dependability
model was implanted into multiple runs simulation with
fault and failure models [23]. Dai et al. [24] presented a
general model for centralized heterogeneous distributed
system (CHDS) to study the service reliability and availability for distributed systems. Based on this model, the
distributed service reliability which is defined as the
probability of successfully providing the service in a distributed environment is investigated, and sensitivity
analysis of the intrinsic parameters to affect the system

availability was conducted. Oppenheimer and Patterson
[25] made an analysis of the architectures and causes of
failure at three representative large-scale Internet services
which are Online, Content and ReadMostly, and discussed the principles for building highly available and
maintainable large-scale Internet services. Sato and
Trivedi [26] proposed a technique based on the Markov
reward model (MRM) foundation for stochastic reliability
analysis of composite services, which could reduce the
computational complexity without sacrificing accuracy.
However, there are several limitations for these research introduced above. First, dependability is a comprehensive concept including many attributes, but the
existing work usually focused on only one or two special
attributes such as reliability and availability, which
lacked a detailed and systematic study of the dependability. Second, some of the research limited to some special
types of systems such as Web services, SOA and CHDS,
and lacked a general abstract model for services computing systems.
Therefore, this paper makes an attempt to fill these
gaps, models and analyzes the dependability with a service-oriented perspective. We will also discuss the interrelationships among the dependability attributes, which
are the contents usually ignored by the related studies.
An early version of this work appeared in the 2011
IEEE International Conference on Services Computing
[27]. This present paper adds a more complete description
of the definition of the dependability attributes, and gives
both transient and steady-state formulation of them. We
make some modifications to the dependability state transition models to make it more appropriate to real systems,
and add detailed mathematical analysis of the models.
Furthermore, we model the complex service selection and
composition, and conduct workflow analysis to show the
impact brought by the intrinsic characteristics of the services computing systems to the dependability attributes.
Moreover, we study some cases in real service systems to
validate the theorems and conclusions, and perform sensitivity analysis to identify bottlenecks and show effective
ways for system optimization in such systems in reality.

3 SMP MODEL FOR DEPENDABILITY
QUANTIFICATION
3.1 SMP model
In the process of a service, facing the rich variety of possible events such as failure, attack, repair and recovery, it
gives rise to a wide range of system states which are relevant to its ability to accept and successfully carry out its
service. There is a tentative summary on the failure states
of a distributed system in [19]. However, it focuses on
only two of the attributes which are availability and reliability. Though according to the definitions, the maintainability and safety could be analyzed with the model, it
lacks of the ability to model and evaluate the integrity of
services computing systems. In this paper, in order to
serve the definition of all the attributes of dependability
of a services computing system, we make some amend-
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TABLE 1
NOTATIONS AND DEFINITIONS

Integritymaintianed

Ready

integrity
recovery

A

ID

network
failure
improper
alterations

network
repair

repair
restart

restart

Failed

Safe
R

Definition

X (t )

Event of system being in state X at the time point
t.

X (t , tc)

Event of system being continuously in state X
from time t to tc .

IA

recovery
fail

Notation

N

U
Catastropic
consequences

Pr X (t )

PrS X

Pr X (t ) | Y (t )

Fig. 2. A state transition graph for services computing systems

ments and supplements of the original system state graph.
As shown in Fig. 2, the states are hierarchically categorized as Ready or Failed. Whether the system can maintain
the integrity divides the Ready state into two substates, i.e.
Integrity-maintained and Integrity-destroyed (ID). The former is classified into Accessible (A) and Inaccessible (IA).
For example, a system can be ready to accept service requests, but a network fault or exceeded capacity may lead
to network failure which might cause the fact that the
user’s service requests cannot arrive at the system. The
Integrity-destroyed state, which means that the system is
undergoing improper system or information alterations
which may be cause by software / hardware errors or
improper system management by human, also contains
Accessible and Inaccessible states that are omitted in Fig. 2.
When the services computing system is in the Ready
state, an error or failure may occur, which might be
caused by human error, software or hardware vulnerability, malicious attacks, virus, power outage, hardware
failure, etc. The error or failure may be masked or tolerated in some situations, for example, in the virtualized infrastructure, once one of the hardware machines fails during the processing of a service, the upper virtual machines which contain the service programs could migrate
to other operational hardware machine by live migration
[18], which helps the system remain in Ready state. When
the failure can’t be masked or tolerated, however, the system will enter the Failed state. A subset of the Failed state
is Unsafe (U) state, which means the failure may cause
catastrophic consequences, and the “level of catastrophe”
is to be defined by the user under different situations. An
example of a catastrophic failure is a failure in the driveby-wire system of a car that would lead to an accident
with possible casualties [28]; another example is the failed
cooling system in large-scale data centers which may
cause hardware overheat and fire. A Safe state is further
subdivided into Recoverable (R) and Non-recoverable (N). In
the former state, repair or replacement as well as recovery
procedures are used to resume the state the system was in
right before the failure; while in the Non-recoverable state,
only restart is possible through repair or replacement [19].
From the dependability and security quantification
point of view, some of the sojourn time distribution functions may be non-exponential [29]. For example, it is

PrS X | Y

The transient-state probability that system is in
state X at the time t.
The steady-state probability in state X, and
PrS X

lim

T of

1 T
Pr X (t ) dt .
T ³0

The conditional probability that system is in state
X at the time t given that system is in state Y at the
time t.
The steady-state conditional probability, and
1 T
PrS X | Y lim ³ Pr X (t ) | Y (t ) dt
T of T 0

hi

The average sojourn time in state i.

Qi

The embedded DTMC steady-state probability in
state i.

Si

The SMP steady-state probability in state i.

Vi

The visit count of state i in MTTF analysis.

Di (t )
SO ( M )

One of the dependability attributes of service/system i.
The sensitivity of value M to the parameter O

.

proved in [30] that the time between failures is not modeled well by an exponential distribution, and is fit well by
a gamma or Weibull distribution. Therefore, the stochastic model based on the state graph is formulated in terms
of a semi-Markov process (SMP), which is a more general
model than continuous-time Markov chain (CTMC)
commonly used. It is obvious that this SMP model is also
feasible when all the distribution functions are exponential, for a Markov process is a special case of SMP.
Note that the system is not quite ready to process service requests as it performs recovery procedures when in
Recovering state [19] of the preliminary model in [27], the
Recovering (RI) state could be merged into the Recoverable
(R) state, which means the time cost by the recovery procedures could be regarded as part of the sojourn time in
the Recoverable state. Moreover, as the recovering state
could not commonly be observed in the process of the
service in the system log [31], the modified model in Fig.
2 is more operative than the preliminary one in real services computing systems.
According to the state graph in the Fig. 2, we will
study the dependability of services computing systems,
based on the transient and steady state probability. The
notations and definitions used in this paper are shown in
Table 1.

3.2 Dependability quantification
Avizienis et al. [3], [6] have made a nice summary about
the several attributes of dependability such as availability,
reliability, maintainability, safety, integrity and confidentiality, of which confidentiality is also usually classified as
an attribute of security excluded from pure dependability.
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tion of this SMP model require the knowledge of various
parameters such as the mean sojourn time in each state hi
where i  ^ A, IA, ID, R, N ,U ` and the branching probabilities shown in the transition probability matrix in (6) as
below. Note that we focus more on developing a methodology for model and analyzing the dependability of services computing systems than model parameterization,
we will not discuss the measurement and estimation issue
of the parameters in this paper, although it is important to
the model accuracy. An example is to get the parameters
from the set of data in the area of failure via some statistical methods, which will be shown in the case study in
Section 7.
The SMP corresponding to Fig. 2 can be described in
terms of its embedded discrete-time Markov chain
(DTMC). According to the model and parameters shown
above, the DTMC transition probability matrix could be
written as:
R(t ,W ) Pr (Ready(t , t  W )|Ready(t )) .
(1)
pIA
pID pR pN pU º
Aª 0
Reliability is also commonly measured by the mean
0
pID pR pN pU »»
IA «« p A
time to failure (MTTF), which will be discussed in the fol0
pR pN pU »
ID « pIDA pIDIA
(6)
P
lowing section.
«
».
0 pRU »
R « pRA pRIA pRID 0
Availability: Availability is defined as readiness for
0
0
0 pNU »
N « pNA pNIA
usage, representing the accessibility of the service at the
«
»
time that users submit the requests for service. With the
0
0
0
0 »¼
U «¬ pUA pUIA
SMP model proposed above, the availability of a services
Since the probability of transition from state i to some
computing system at a certain time t could be expressed state must be 1, we have
by the probability of the state Accessible, denoted as
Their definitions were at the macroscopic level and were
general enough to cover the entire range of computing
and communication systems. So the specific characteristics of a certain system were omitted. Therefore, the
mathematical descriptions of the attributes of dependability were not given in their work, especially for some certain types of systems, which weakens the specific guidance function in practice. According to characteristics of
the increasingly popular services computing systems, this
paper studies the specific formal definitions and detailed
calculations of the attributes of dependability from the
service-oriented perspective.
Reliability: Reliability is the ability of the system to offer service continuously without interruption. Reliability
of a system could be defined as R(t ,W ) which is the probability that the system functions properly and continuously in the time interval [t , t  W ] , assuming that it was in
a normal state at time t [32], [33], expressed as:

A(t )

Pr(Accessible(t )) .

pIA  pID  pR  pN  pU
pA  pID  pR  pN  pU

(2)

Integrity: Integrity reflects the ability to make the service and data of a system absent of improper alterations
or destructions. In the process of service, the users often
concern more on integrity when they are using running
service instead of failed service. Hence, in the SMP model,
the integrity could be defined as the conditional probability of the system being in Integrity-maintained state given
that it is in the Ready state, donated as

pIDA  pIDIA  pR  pN  pU
pRA  pRIA  pRID  pRU
pNA  pNIA  pNU

pUA  pUIA

1;
1;

1;
1;

1;

1.

The DTMC steady-state probabilities in each state can

(3) be computed by:
Safety: Safety of the services computing system ex- Q Q  P ,

I (t )

Pr (Integrity-maintained(t )|Ready(t )) .

presses the ability to make the system absence of catastrophic consequences on the users or the environment. It
reflects the ability of the system to keep the failure from
causing catastrophic consequences once it fails. Hence,
the safety could be calculated using the following expression:

S (t )

Pr(Safe(t )|Failed(t )) .

(4)

Maintainability: Maintainability is the ability to undergo repairs and modifications. The maintainability is
defined as the conditional probability of the system being
in Recoverable state once it fails, expressed as

where Q

¦Q

i

>Q A ,Q IA ,Q ID ,Q R ,Q N ,Q U @ , in addition with

1 , i  ^ A, IA, ID, R, N ,U ` .

(7)
(8)

i

Then with the embedded DTMC steady-state probabilities Q i , the steady-state probabilities S i of the SMP states
could be calculated using the following expression:

Si

Q i hi
, for each i  ^ A, IA, ID, R, N ,U ` .
¦ jQ j h j

(9)

In the point of system design and optimization, instead
of the probabilities at a certain time t, the steady-state
dependability attributes evaluation is usually concerned.
M (t ) Pr(Recoverable(t )|Failed(t )) .
(5) According to the definitions, the steady-state dependability attributes could be analyzed using this model and the
results we already have.
4 MODEL ANALYSIS
Availability: According to (2), the availability of a services computing system could be expressed as the steady4.1 DTMC steady-state probability computations
state probability of the Accessible state, denoted as
To evaluate the dependability attributes, we need to ana1 T
lyze the SMP model of the system described by its state
(10)
A PrS ( A) lim ³ Pr(Accessible(t )) S A .
T of T 0
transition diagram. The complete description and calcula-
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as Fig. 3.
Its transition probability matrix is expressed as

RE

Failed

P

Safe
R

N

RE ª 0
«
R «1  pRU
N «1  pNU
«
U «¬ 1

U

pRc
0
0
0

pN c 1  pRc  pN c º
»
pRU
0
»,
»
pNU
0
»
»¼
0
0

(15)

where
Integrity: In the steady-state dependability analysis,
the integrity could be denoted as the steady-state conditional probability in (3) as

I

pR
and pN c
pR  pN  pU

pRc

Fig. 3. Simplified SMP model

PrS (Integrity-maintained|Ready)

S A  S IA
.
S A  S IA  S ID

(11)

pN
.
pR  pN  pU

With equation (7), the DTMC steady-state probabilities
in each state could be
>Q RE ,Q R ,Q N ,Q U @
1

ª1, p c , p c ,1  p c  p c p  p c  p c p º
R
R
RU
N
N
NU »
« R N
¼
2  pRc pRU  pN c pNU ¬

Safety: According to (4), the safety of the services
computing system in steady-state could be calculated
using the following expression:

(16)

As we already know that S i Q i hi / ¦ jQ j h j for each
i  ^RE, R, N ,U ` , then we have the steady-state probabiliSR SN
.
(12) ties of the SMP states as
S PrS (Safe|Failed)
S R  S N  SU
S ,S ,S ,S
Maintainability: The maintainability could be defined > RE R N U @
(17)
as the conditional probability as
D ª hRE , pRchR , pN chN , 1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c  pN c pNU hU º ,

M

PrS (Recoverable|Failed)

SR
.
S R  S N  SU

Reliability: In steady-state, the reliability could be analyzed by the probability that the system functions properly and continuously in the time interval [0,W ] , assuming
that it was in a normal state at time 0, expressed as:

R(W )

Pr (Ready(0,W )|Ready(0)) .

¬«

(13)

(14)

The detailed calculation of reliability along with the
MTTF analysis will be given in the following subsection.

4.2 MTTF analysis
Mean time to failure (MTTF) is a common measure for
reliability. It provides the mean time it takes for the system to reach one of the designated failure states, given
that the system starts in a good or working state [29]. Using and extending the MTTF analogy, we can evaluate the
dependability attributes with a different point of view.
When analyzing one of the dependability attributes,
the failed states are made absorbing states. Classification
of the SMP states into absorbing and transient categories
depends on the actual nature of the attributes being analyzed. Once the system reaches any of the absorbing
states, the probability of moving out of such state is 0.
Hence, from a normal initial state q, the MTTF could be
calculated with the visit count and sojourn time of each
transient states, with the approaches in [8], [29], and [34].
To make the evaluation easy to operate, a simplified
SMP model is proposed, where the states in the set of
Ready in Fig. 2 is regarded as one macro state. It is convenient to analyze some attributes such as reliability, safety and maintainability which are less related to the state
transition in Ready states, and this model is practicable
when some states in Ready such as Integrity-destroyed or
Inaccessible is hard to recorded or analyzed in some certain types of systems. The simplified SMP model is shown

¼»

where,

D

Q RE
¦ jQ j h j

1
2  pRc pRU  pN c pNU

¦ jQ j h j

.

4.2.1 MTTRF
We define the concept of mean time to reliability failure
(MTTRF) as a measurement of reliability of a system. To
analyze MTTRF with our model, the states
X a {R, N ,U } will form the set of absorbing states, while
X t {A, IA, ID} {RE} is the set of transient states. The
resulting transition probability matrix P has the general
form as

P

ªQ C º
«0 I » ,
¬
¼

(18)

where, the transition probabilities between transient
states are expressed as

Q

ª 0
« p
« A
«¬ pIDA

pID º
pID »» .
0 »¼

pIA
0
pIDIA

(19)

We assume the initial state here is Accessible (A), which
gives q [1,0,0] . In steady state, the visit count of each
transient state has the following equation:

Vi

qi 

¦V Q

j X t

j

ji

.

(20)

With (19) and (20), we have
1  pID pIDIA
VA
,
1  p A pIA  pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  pID pIDIA  p A pID pIDIA

VIA

pIA  pID pIDIA
, (21)
1  p A pIA  pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  pID pIDIA  p A pID pIDIA

VID

pID  pIA pID
.
1  p A pIA  pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  pID pIDIA  p A pID pIDIA
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Hence, we have the MTTRF as:

MTTRF

¦ Vi hi

iX t

VA hA  VIA hIA  VID hID .

(22) Q

When the states of {A, IA, ID} are regarded as one
macro state RE as in Fig. 3, it is clear that Q [1] , and
MTTRF hRE . Hence we get the expression of the sojourn
time in Ready state as (23), which is with value in the following calculations.

ª0 0
«0 0
«
¬«0 0

7

pRU º
pNU »» .
0 ¼»

(29)

The initial state of the system should be a failed state,
which is no longer a working or normal state as before.
We define the initial state using the steady state probabilities of the SMP model in (17), as q [S Rc , S N c , SU c ] , where
MTTRF VA hA  VIAhIA  VID hID hRE .
(23) S Rc S R / (S R  S N  SU ) , S N c S N / (S R  S N  SU ) and
SU c SU / (S R  S N  SU ) .
Besides MTTRF, reliability of a system could also be
Using equation (20), we get the visit counts as
defined as R(W ) as (14). Because of the variety of the distribution of the sojourn time in each state, it is difficult to VR S Rc , VN S N c ,
(30)
give a general and normal expression of R(W ) . However,
c  pNU S N c  S U c .
V
p
S
U
RU
R
when the sojourn time conforms to exponential distribuHence,
tion, or for analysis simplification the sojourn time in the
SR
SN
Ready states is assumed to be exponential, with the pa- MTTR
 hR 
 hN
S R  S N  SU
S R  S N  SU
rameter O 1/ hRE , we have the probability density func(31)
tion of failure occurrence f ( x) OeO x and the probabil§
·
SR
SN
SU
O x
.

p

p


h
¨ RU
¸ U
NU
ity function F ( x) 1  e . Therefore, the reliability of
S R  S N  SU
S R  S N  SU S R  S N  SU ¹
©
the system could be calculated as follows:

R(W ) 1  F (W )

eOW

eW / hRE .

(24) 4.2.5 MTTSF

4.2.2 MTTAF
The calculation process of mean time to availability failure (MTTAF) is simple. It is clear that there is only one
transient state X t { A} , with the transition probability
matrix Q [1] , resulting in VA 1 . The MTTAF could be
expressed as

MTTAF

VA hA

hA .

To analyze the safety in time domain, the set of absorbing states contains only Unsafe state. Here,
X t {RE, R, N} is the set of transient states, and the transition matrix is shown as:

Q

(25)

4.2.3 MTTMF
When the maintainability of a system is failed, the system should be in the Non-recoverable or Unsafe states.
Hence, using the simplified model, X t {RE, R} , and
X a {N ,U } , the transition probability matrix is

ª 0
pRc º
(26)
Q «
».
0 ¼»
¬«1  pRU
With initial state q [1,0] , we have
pRc
1
.
(27)
, VR
VRE
1  pRc  pRc pRU
1  pRc  pRc pRU
Then the mean time to maintainability failure (MTTMF)
could be expressed as
1
pRc
MTTMF
 hRE 
 hR .
(28)
1  pRc  pRc pRU
1  pRc  pRc pRU

ª 0
«
«1  pRU
«1  p
NU
¬«

0
0

pN c º
»
0 ».
0 »»
¼

(32)

Using (20), we have the mean visit count of each state
in X t as:
VRE
VR
VN

1
,
c
c
1  pR  pR pRU  pN c  pN c pNU
p Rc
1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c  pN c pNU
pN c
1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c  pN c pNU

(33)

,
.

Then the mean time it takes for the system to reach
safety failure state (MTTSF) could be expressed as

MTTSF

1
 hRE
c
1  pR  pRc pRU  pN c  pN c pNU


4.2.4 MTTR
When evaluating maintainability of a recoverable system, besides MTTMF, mean time to repair (MTTR) is also
an important reference attribute, which gives the time it
takes by the repair process after the system failure. Using
the SMP model proposed above, the MTTR of the services
computing system could be calculated in the similar way
as MTTF. Here, the transient states X t {R, N ,U } , and
absorbing states X a {RE} . Then we have the transition
probability matrix:

pRc



pRc
1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c  pN c pNU
pN c
1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c  pN c pNU

 hR

(34)

 hN .

4.2.6 MTTIF
In addition, the mean time to integrity failure (MTTIF)
could be analyzed with the same methodology. With the
transient states X t {A, IA} and transition probability
matrix

Q

ª0
«p
¬ A

pIA º
.
0 »¼

(35)
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We obtain the mean visit count of each state as

1
, VIA
1  pA pIA

VA

pIA
.
1  pA pIA

t

(36)

Therefore, the MTTIF could be calculated using the following expression:

pIA
1
 hA 
 hIA .
1  pA pIA
1  pA pIA

MTTIF

(37)

For pIA  pID pIDIA t pIA and
1  pA pIA  pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  pID pIDIA  pA pID pIDIA d 1  pIA pIDIA ,

we know that
pIA  pID pIDIA
pIA
.
t
1  pA pIA  pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  pID pIDIA  pA pID pIDIA 1  pA pIA

Hence, we have MTTRF t MTTIF .
pIA
1
For
t 1 and
 hIA t 0 , we have
1  pA pIA
1  p A pIA

5 RELATIONSHIPS AND COMPARISONS OF
DEPENDABILITY ATTRIBUTES
In this section, we will make further discussions on the
attributes of dependability of services computing systems.
Some theorems and their proofs will be given, which
helps us to have an insight into the attributes and their
relationship and comparison.
Theorem 1. The MTTFs for dependability of a system have the
following equation:

MTTSF t MTTMF t MTTRF t MTTIF t MTTAF .
Proof.

As 0 d pNU d 1 , 0 d pRc d 1 and 0 d pRU d 1 , it is obvious
1  pRc  pRc pRU t 1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c (1  pNU ) t 0

that
Hence,

1
1
t
t0 .
c
c
c
c
1  pR  pR pRU  pN (1  pNU ) 1  pR  pRc pRU

Also we have

pN c

1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c (1  pNU )



 hR

Proof.
According to the definition of maintainability, we have

 hN

S

1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c (1  pNU )
pN c
1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c (1  pNU )

1  pRc  pRc pRU

 hRE 

p Rc
1  pRc  pRc pRU

 hR

M

t hRE

1
1  pRc (1  pRU )

 hRE 

pRc
1  pRc (1  pRU )

 hR

MTTRF .

1  pID pIDIA
1  p A pIA  pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  pID pIDIA  p A pID pIDIA
p A pIA
1  pID pIDIA

Pr( Safe | Failed )

Pr( R | Failed )  Pr( N | Failed )

M  Pr( N | Failed ).
MTTMF .

As 0 d pID pIDIA  1 , we have

1

Pr( R | Failed ) .
And, as the expression of safety, we have

Next, we prove MTTMF t MTTRF . As we know that
pRc
1
t 1 and
 hR t 0 , hence,
1  pRc (1  pRU )
1  pRc  pRc pRU
MTTMF

Theorem 1 gives a quantitative comparison among the
MTTFs of the different dependability attributes. It shows
that in a normal services computing system, the availability fails most often on average. Safety often maintains for
the longest time in the five attributes of dependability.
For steady-state probability based dependability analysis, the dependability attributes could be mapped to
some of the states in the model. The composition and aggregation of the states could help better understand the
relations between the different attributes, seeing the following two theorems.

 hRE

p Rc

1

 hN t 0 . Hence,

pIA
1
 hA 
 hIA t hA MTTAF .
1  pA pIA
1  pA pIA
In summary, we have the conclusion that
MTTSF t MTTMF t MTTRF t MTTIF t MTTAF . 
MTTIF

Theorem 2. In the steady-state point of view, the improvement
of the maintainability can contribute to better the safety of
the system. Furthermore, the set of states of maintainability
is a subset of that of safety.

1  pRc  pRc pRU  pN c (1  pNU )

1

MTTSF

t

.

1
.
1  p A pIA

1
pID pIDA  pIA pID pIDA  p A pID pIDIA

1  pID pIDIA

Hence, we get the conclusion that when the maintainability is enhanced, the safety of the system will increase.
For the SMP model shown in Fig. 2, the Safe state is the
aggregation of two states which are Recoverable (R) and
Non-recoverable (N). Along with the expression above, it is
obvious that the set of states of maintainability is a subset
of that of safety.

Theorem 3. Ceteris paribus, increasing the availability leads to
the enhancement of integrity.
Proof.
From the expression of integrity as in (6), we have

I

S A  S IA
S A  S IA  S D

§
S ID ·
1/ ¨1 
¸.
© S A  S IA ¹

Therefore, ceteris paribus, when availability A S A is
enhanced, the integrity of the system will go up.

These theorems could also be validated by a numerical
solution to the SMP model. Fig. 4 shows the variation of
the dependability attributes according to pR , which
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6.2 Basic Block Diagram

mainly affects the maintainability of the system. We could
see that as pR goes up, the maintainability increases rapidly, making the safety enhance at the same time. Fig. 5
shows that with the increase of availability caused by hA
being enhanced, the integrity also goes up. These two
experiments could validate the Theorem 2 and 3 proposed above. In addition, the MTTFs of dependability
with different hA is shown in Fig. 6, which shows the
comparison among the dependability attributes, corresponding with the same conclusion as Theorem 1.
These theorems show the interrelationship between
the dependability attributes, and are with reference value
in system design and optimization. For instance, the more
likely the system turns to Recoverable state when failed,
the higher maintainability and safety it is. And the integrity would be enhanced when introducing better mechanism for availability. The relations are directive for efficient system optimization.

We borrow the idea from Reliability Block Diagram
(RBD) to model different types of service composition.
There are two basic block diagrams which are series and
parallel. The services which are necessary for the required
function are connected in series, while services which can
fail with no effect on the required function (redundancy)
are connected in parallel.
For series block diagram, the two services/systems
must be on to complete the whole task. We define that
Di(t) is one of the dependability attributes of the ith basic
block at time t, and then the dependability of the whole
system, expressed as D(t), could be obtained by (38). Furthermore, the composite service’s MTTF of such dependability attribute could be calculated using (39). As 0İDi(t)
İ1, it is obvious that the complex series service has less
dependability and MTTF than any of the single ones.

 D (t ) d min ^D (t )` ,

D(t )

i

6 SERVICE SELECTION AND COMPOSITION
MODELS

1/ ¦

MTTF

i

1
d min ^MTTFi ` .
i
MTTFi

D(t ) 1   1  Di (t ) t max ^Di (t )` ,

¦ MTTF  ¦

MTTF

i

i

A service could be classified as a simple service or a complex one, which depends on the request of the service task.
Simple services have certain special functions, and they
can be combined together to build up different complex
services with different complicated functions. A comprehensive business process commonly requires supports
from multiple services, and service composition could
refer to a process of adaptively composing a set of available services into a business process flow according to
predefined business requirements [37]. Service composition is an important consideration in services computing.
From service-oriented point of view, the dependability
of the composite service is an important metric of the services computing system. Based on the models and analysis proposed above, we could model the service composition and evaluate the dependability attributes of the comprehensive business process.
1

iz j

0.5
0.4
0.3

t max ^MTTFi ` .

6.3 Basic Service Composition Patterns
For complex service composition, there are several
workflow patterns to model the service composition [36].
In this paper, we discuss the basic patterns capturing elementary aspects of process control. Furthermore, the
more complex service compositions could be modeled
with these basic blocks using similar methodology.
Sequence pattern: An activity in a service process is
enabled after the completion of another activity in the
same process. The sequence composition and its related
block diagram are shown as Fig. 7(a). The dependability
and MTTF of the composite service could be expressed as:

Availability
Maintainability
Integrity
Safety

0.7

0

0.05

0.1

0.15
pR

0.2

0.25

Fig. 4. Dependability with different pR

0.3

MTTRF
MTTAF
MTTMF
MTTSF
MTTIF

200

0.6
0.5
0.4

0.1

150

100

50

0

1

2

3

4

(41)

i

0.2

0.1
0

¦

iz j zk

0.3

0.2

1
1

MTTFi MTTFj

1

1
1
1


MTTFi MTTFj MTTFk

mean time to failure

0.6

1

250

0.8
Availability
Maintainability
Integrity
Safety

0.7

the dependability attributes

the dependability attributes

0.8



(40)

i

i

6.1 Service composition

0.9

(39)

On the other hand, parallel composited services have
higher dependability attributes and MTTFs than the single ones, shown as the following expressions.

Considering the intrinsic characteristics of services computing such as dynamic selection and search of services,
service composition, etc., we will propose dependability
models for service selection and composition in services
computing systems in this section. We will show the influence brought by these characteristics to the dependability attributes of services computing systems.

1

(38)

i

i

i

0.9

9

5
hA

6

7

8

9

Fig. 5. Dependability with different hA
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0
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4

5
hA
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8

Fig. 6. MTTFs with different hA
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MTTF
A

B

Fig. 7(a). Sequence pattern

A

B

C

Fig. 7(b). Parallel split pattern

MTTF
B

C

Fig. 7(c). Synchronization pattern

DA (t )  ª¬1  1  DB (t ) 1  DC (t ) º¼ ,

(46)

§ 1
·
MTTFB  MTTFC

1/ ¨
.
2
2 ¸
© MTTFA MTTFB  MTTFB MTTFC  MTTFC ¹
(47)

Simple merge: two or more alternative branches come
together without synchronization, shown as Fig. 7(e).
Hence, the service A and B are parallel, and service C is
series. As a result, D(t) and MTTF are shown as follows:

D(t )
MTTF
B

(45)

Synchronization pattern: In this service composition
pattern, multiple parallel subprocesses/activities converge into one single thread, thus synchronizing multiple
services, shown as Fig. 7(c). The relationship among the
services is the same as the parallel pattern, and its dependability could be calculated using (44) and (45).
Exclusive choice: The exclusive choice pattern, also
known as service selection, is the composite service where
one of several branches is chosen based on a decision,
shown as Fig. 7(d). For this type of service composition,
the dependability attributes could be obtained using (46),
while the MTTF could be calculated by (47).

D(t )

A

§ 1
1
1 ·


1/ ¨
¸.
© MTTFA MTTFB MTTFC ¹

ª¬1  1  DA (t ) 1  DB (t ) º¼  DC (t ) ,

(48)

§
MTTFA  MTTFB
1 ·

1/ ¨
¸.
2
2
MTTFC ¹
© MTTFA  MTTFA MTTFB  MTTFB
(49)

Using the models proposed above, we could give
mathematical analysis of the composited services. The
analytical results could help guide the service selections
and system optimization when compositions occur.

A
C

Fig. 7(d). Exclusive choice pattern

7 CASE STUDY AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
In this section, a case study in reality is provided to show
how this approach could be applied in real systems. Furthermore, sensitivity analysis is proposed, which is helpful for bottleneck identify and system optimization.

A
C
B

7.1 System introduction

One can obtain a practical solution to the SMP model described in this paper using system usage and failure data
in real services computing systems. The failure data at
D(t ) DA (t )  DB (t ) ,
(42)
Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [31] is analyzed
MTTFA  MTTFB
to show how this model can apply to real systems. The
.
(43)
MTTF
whole data set is collected over the past nine years from
MTTFA  MTTFB
1996 to 2005, and covers 23 HPC systems including a total
Parallel split pattern: Parallel split pattern is a point in
of 4,750 machines and 24,101 processors [30]. 19 systems
the service process where a single thread of control splits
are chosen from them which provide computing, Grid or
into multiple threads which can be executed in parallel,
web services to the users. They have the same characteristhus allowing activities to be executed simultaneously or
tics of the services computing systems such as large-scale
in any order, shown as Fig. 7(b). In its block diagram, altinfrastructure, massive-scale service sharing, complex
hough the parallel services could be executed at the same
service composition, and heterogeneous components.
time or in any order, the relationship between them is
Failures in LANL are assigned to six categories, namealso series. Therefore, its dependability attributes and
ly Facilities, Hardware, Software, Network, Human Error
MTTF should be expressed as follows.
and Undetermined. The software failures and failures
D(t ) DA (t )  DB (t )  DC (t ) ,
(44)
caused by human error could be classified into recovera-

Fig. 7(e). Simple merge pattern
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Fig. 8. Maintainability and safety of LANL systems Fig. 9. MTTFs of LANL systems

ble failures, which could be automatically recovered by
virtual machine live migration or restarting. Facility failures are caused by the environments, including power
outages or A/C failures, and could be regarded as nonrecoverable failures that cannot be recovered by the system itself but is usually harmless to the key components
and functions of the system. Network failures make the
system turn into the Inaccessible state. As the “level of catastrophe” is to be defined by the user, we assume the
hardware failures are catastrophic, which could cut down
the service immediately and take much time and money
to repair and restart the whole system.

7.2 Dependability analysis
It has been shown in [30] that, with the statistics of the
data in [31], the time between failures well conforms to
Weibull distribution and the repair times are well modeled by a lognormal distribution. Therefore, some of the
existing approaches such as [12], [20] and [26] to model
and analyze dependability or some of its attributes might
not work properly, because in such approaches it was
assumed that the sojourn times in the states were exponentially distributed. Instead, the model proposed in this
paper could fill this gap and could evaluate the dependability without losing accuracy.
Note that as the data set does not contain the records
that show whether improper alterations or destructions
have occurred in the system, hence the integrity could not
be evaluated precisely with this data set. Therefore, the
simplified model shown in Fig. 3 would be used to evaluate part of the attributes of dependability. In some certain
types of service systems, however, where the integrity is
one of the crucial attributes in system design, the events
of improper alterations or destructions should be recorded, which could help to analyze the integrity of the system using the comprehensive model shown in Fig. 2.
With the data set, the parameters in the model could
be obtained using statistical methods. Then, we have the
steady-state probabilities of the states in the SMP model
and its embedded DTMC, with which some of the dependability attributes could be calculated using the analysis methodology proposed in Section 4. The maintainability and safety of the 19 systems are shown as Fig. 8.
The MTTFs and MTTR of the system could also be calculated using the proposed models and methods with the
limited data source, shown as Fig. 9 and 10. The results

0

3

4

5

6

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
System ID

Fig. 10. MTTR of LANL systems

could also validate the conclusion drawn in Theorem 1.
The figures show the dependability attributes vary
significantly across systems. This fact might be caused by
the high variation of the system parameters such as failure rates, repair times, etc. across different types of systems and different intensities of the workload running on
them [30]. Hence, the correlations between the dependability attributes and the system parameters are with reference value for system design and optimization, which
will be discussed in the following subsection.

7.3 Sensitivity analysis of Dependability
Sensitivity analysis is often performed on dependability
and performance models so that the system can be optimized, parts of the system model sensitive to error or
failures can be identified, and bottlenecks in the system
can be found [35]. We perform parametric sensitivity
analysis on the SMP model and examine the sensitivity of
the dependability and MTTFs of the LANL service systems based on data sets got from reality.
Assume M is the derivative of a measure to compute,
with respect to various system parameters Oi . The sensitivity of M to parameter Oi could be expressed as (50). In
practice, the sensitivity could be calculated with the definition of partial differential coefficient, expressed as (51)
where 'Oi is infinitely small to Oi . Refining the parameter Oi that results in the maximum value of SOi ( M ) is the
most effective way to optimize the system.

SOi ( M )

wM
.
wOi

(50)

SOi ( M )

M (Oi  'Oi )  M (Oi )
.
'Oi

(51)

Fig. 11 shows the values of sensitivities of the dependability attributes of the systems to the sojourn time parameters, while Fig. 12 illuminates the sensitivities to
transition probabilities in the stochastic model. The values
on the Y axis indicate different effects of different parameters upon different dependability attributes and the
MTTFs in different systems, which could help to identify
the system bottlenecks and find the efficient way for system optimization under different requirements for dependability. For example, according to Fig. 11, the sojourn
time in Ready state i.e. hRE is the most effective parameter
to MTTRF, MTTMF or MTTSF, which means the advanced technique of hardware reliability enhancement
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making it more likely to maintain the system in Ready
state will help a lot to enhance these attributes. However,
hRE has much less effect than the other parameters to
MTTR in most of the systems. We could also see that hR
and hU are commonly two important factors for maintainability and safety optimization. Shown as Fig. 12, the increase of the probability of system entering Recoverable
-3

3

-3

Sensitivity of Maintainability

x 10

2.5
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1.5

1
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1
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Sensitivity (min-1)

2

hR

1.2

hN

2

hU

Sensitivity (min-1)

Sensitivity of MTTRF
1.4

hRE

hR

2.5

Sensitivity of Safety

x 10

hRE

state instead of the other two Failed state when failure
occurs, saying pRc is one of the key factors for maintainability, MTTMF or MTTSF enhancement; while decreasing
pN c by some effective means to prevent the systems from
entering Non-recoverable state will help a lot for the enhancement of the MTTR, because the sojourn time in Nonrecoverable state is the longest in most of the systems.
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Fig. 11. Sojourn time parameter sensitivity analysis
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Note that in the simplified SMP model, MTTRF hRE
shown as the expression in (23), the sensitivity of MTTRF
to hRE should be 1, and the sensitivity to all the other parameters should be 0, which is validated both by Fig. 11(c)
and Fig. 12(c). As we know that the MTTRF represents
the average time it takes to reach one of the failure states
given that the system starts in Ready state, it is clear that
the MTTRF should closely rated to how long the system
maintains in Ready states which is evaluated by hRE , instead of how the system reaches the Ready state from the
other states, which is the meaning of the other parameters
such as hR , hU , hN , pRU or pNU . Either, the MTTRF
should be irrelevant to which type of failure would occur
once the system fails, which is expressed by pRc or pN c .
Hence, the result of sensitivity analysis could be partially
validated according to the definitions of the metrics.

8 CONCLUSION
Dependability has always been an important issue for design and optimization of computing systems. In services
computing systems, the classical dependability and evaluation methods, which are based on the components and systems, are no longer feasible. This paper veers from the angle
of view, and studies the dependability and its attributes
from the service-oriented perspective by taking a top-down
approach. We summarize the relevant research on dependability of services computing systems, and propose a stochastic state transition model that describes the dynamic behavior of the systems and users. Based on the model, we give
the formal calculation of the dependability attributes, including transient-state evaluation, steady-state evaluation and
the mean time to failure analysis. Furthermore, the relationships and comparisons of the dependability attributes are
studied by proposing and proving some theorems. In addition, the service selection and composition models are proposed to evaluate the dependability of the complex services.
Moreover, we study a case in reality i.e. the LANL service
systems to show how this model and analysis work in real
systems. The dependability attributes and MTTFs are analyzed, and sensitivity analysis is performed to find the bottlenecks and show the most efficient ways of system parameter optimization for the enhancement of certain attributes.
This work is expected to offer a useful reference for design
and optimization of services computing systems.
One of the goals of our future work is to propose a realtime dependability evaluation and optimization framework in
services computing systems, especially for some high dependability required systems. Some efficient parameter measurements to handle high dynamics, real-time dependability
guarantee and dynamic optimization mechanisms based on
the state transition model and its related analysis could be
studied. Also, the data set in real systems with the framework
and mechanisms could provide us with a better understanding of the model and system behavior, and help to find effective ways for dependable system design and optimization.
In addition, we believe that the idea of the proposed models and analysis methods could have reference value in security evaluation of services computing systems. The confidentiality and authentication, which are also closely related to user

and system behavior, could be analyzed using such type of
state transition model and its related methods. The analysis of
the multiple attributes and their relations and tradeoffs will
yield insights into different services computing systems'
strengths and weaknesses and offer better reference for the
system development and optimization.
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